January 8, 2015
Today, the culprits in power deleted this video from vimeo.com,
just as they deleted it from YouTube yesterday, after I had tweeted
it to many people. However, my webmaster downloaded it before
the culprits deleted it. And so, we have secured this video evidence
for all the world to examine -- for how long, I do not know.
You need to download this video, so that, retained in many hands,
this evidence cannot be expunged.
The fact that they took this video down from YouTube and Vimeo
indicates that this video constitutes highly incriminating evidence
against the U.S. and Israeli power elite -- USrael -- who are now
wrangling to ignite a war in the Middle East. If you are a common
Zionist supremacist, do not delude yourself with the notion that you
are on a superior team, brandishing a gun and enjoying economic
status. You are, in fact, a candidate for the walking dead, along with
all the rest of us on Earth. Every Jew in the world, especially in
Israel, ought to be terrified of being incinerated by nuclear missiles;
every Arab, as well; every American and Briton; every person on
Earth!
And so, we must all collaborate and cooperate to expose and
deter these Zionazis who threaten to inflict a nuclear holocaust,
not of six million, but of six billion, in their reckless rush toward
human extermination. Today's global political intrigue is forcing the
birth of a new word: "HUMANICIDE."
https://vimeo.com/116191117
That there ^^ is the video evidence which the ruling culprits just
deleted: the evidence of the fake Paris False Flag Shooting, which
the diabolical global ruling elite have thereby withheld from your
awareness, from your understanding that they are the monsters
who are leading us to our extermination as "the human race."
In two days they have given us a glimpse of their power to withhold
truth and delude the masses.
Did you see the tearful mass assemblies of mourners in Paris?
Deluded mourners, human sheep blanketing the plazas and the
thoroughfares. Today, they mourn. Tomorrow they will hate Muslims,
just as they were psychologically traumatized to hate Muslims by
today's scientific mind controllers, high-tech Nazis, and their rabblerousing hate-mongering Hitlers: Satanyahu, Merckel (did you see
Merckel's shifty sheepish eyes on the evening of the shooting?),
Cameron, et al. Yes, Jews of the World, Americans, Britons, etc. . . .
just remain still -- be misled -- be sedated by the dull hum of hate
babble flowing into your mind, and soon . . . . KA-BOOM!
the great mushroom cloud will overtake you by surprise, and you
will die slowly and agonizingly with starvation, dehydration, disease,
and yes, leukemia.
[Thank you, @GlennBeck conservative America's pied piper,
demagogic stooge of the CIA's @BuckSexton and Israel's Mossad]
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Oh, the pride of the Zionist chauvinist's heart! Oh, we're so proud
to see Netanyahu decimate the Arabs. We'll keep them in their place
and show them that we're superior to those "gentile dogs." Yet,
soon, fools, you will be the walking dead, suckered in by the folly of
human pride!
On the TV news last night, Satanyahu's eyes were shifting
so sheepishly that even a child could see that he was lying through
his teeth, and that this Paris shooting was yet another one of many
terror strikes by U.S. CIA and Israeli Mossad fiends. The word
"fiends" is too mild for these perpetrators of atrocities and for their
masters, ensconced atop the pinnacle of the world's monolithic
pyramid of power.
Remember . . . Palestine is now being recognized, so the Zionists
have to perpetrate another false flag terror strike and blame it on
Arabs, as they did on 9/11 2001 when the world was expressing
sympathy for the dire plight of the Palestinians, and when righteous
indignation against Zionist savagery was arising in the U.N. and
among the peoples of the nations. Go back and read the big news
stories just prior to September 11th 2001. It was Satanyahu then
-- when he declared in Jerusalem, "THIS IS GOOD FOR ISRAEL" -and it is Satanyahu now, who needs to escape the long arm of
justice, now reaching out to grab him by his venomous throat.
So now, for this Zionist-concocted atrocity, you have Satanyahu's
motive alongside the mutually aligned motive of the global banksters
who are about to plunge the world into the financial abyss, and
therefore, they need to concoct a world war, just as they did when
they plunged the world into a decade of hellish economic deprivation,
namely, the Great Depression, from which they violently extricated
the world's desperate masses by fomenting the slaughter of many
tens of millions and the slaughter of the long-planned Nazi holocaust,
decided decades earlier by ultra-Zionists Martin Buber and Chaim
Weizmann. Satanyahu, Soros, Brzrezinksi, Rockefellers, Rothschilds,
the Jesuits, et al . . . this nasty nest of surly hissing vipers must be
suppressed and thwarted, OR ELSE we will suffer the horrors of
nuclear winter, world starvation, and agonizing death by leukemia,
our forthcoming payback for laxity and apathy when we lazily permit
evil to infect and fester across civilization's nations.
Thankfully, we still have the incriminating video evidence.
Here it is. I would be grateful to all who would tweet and, in any
other way, distribute this entire message to alert the citizens of all
nations as to the horror and death hanging so precariously over our
heads and over the heads of our families today.
Thanks so much for your help.
John DiNardo jadinardo@optonline.net
Here is the video evidence. Examine it, and distribute it, as it is
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embedded in this entire message.
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/Dinardo/FAKE%20PARIS%20SHOOTING
%20BLANKS%20Jan%207th%202015%20FRENCH%20SATIRE%20With%20Slow
%20Motion.mp4
ZIONISTS_PLOT_to_BLOW-UP_AL-AQSA_MOSQUE_and_BLAME_ARABS
http://thelightofdayradioshow.com/archives/Dinardo/Zionists_Will_BlowUp_AlAqsa_Mosque_for_Nuclear_War.pdf
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